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0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an extension of [9], where we have established a fixed-point formula for the 
formal t-deformations ind,(D, M) of the G-index ind(D, M) (G being a compact Lie group) of 
a basic differential operator D on a closed G-manifold M. The most important examples of 
D are the Signature, Dirac, and Euler-Todd operators. This deformation ind,(D, M) takes 
value in the ring %!(G)[ [t]], g’(G) denoting the algebra of central functions on G, 
@-spanned by the characters of the complex G-representations. The deformation is produc- 
ed with the help of a stable exponential operation 4: K,( -) + @ @ KG( -)[ [t]] in the 
equivariant complex K-theory. In fact, these operations are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the elements cpt(u) E C [u, u- ‘1 [[t]], cpO(u) being invertible in C [u, u- ‘1. In the text we 
can also use notation Q(M) for ind,(D, M). 
One can view ind,(D, M) as a formal sum C, ~ o Xjt’, where xj is a G-index of the operator 
D twisted by certain tensor fields on M. The type of the twist is prescribed by q,(u), j, and 
dim M (cf. (1.3) and (1.6) from Section 1). 
Our interest in the deformations of this sort was stimulated by Witten’s suggestion that, 
for G = S’ and special q,(u), intimately related to specific t-families of elliptic functions 
(3.13), all xj: G + @ are constant maps, provided that M carries an equivariant Spin- 
structure. This rigidity result in full generality has been proven by Taubes [lS] and Bott and 
Taubes [S]. See also [12, 131 for the earlier proof in the semi-free action case, [8, 1 l] for the 
category of almost complex manifolds and [14-161 for further interesting refinements. 
In the present article we are going to add some “analytic flesh” to the formal skeleton, 
constructed in [lo]. We also shall discuss some generalizations of Witten’s rigidity. 
If, in fact, q,(u) arises as a Taylor t-expansion of an analytic (t, u)-function, then, for small 
r, the invariant ind,(D, M) E 9(G) [[t]] “converges” to a partially defined central function 
on G. This function (also denoted by ind,(D, M)) inherits many analytic properties of the 
original function cpt(u). In short, in the fixed-point formula from [lo] one can treat t as 
a small complex number, not as a formal variable. Moreover, the function 
ind,(D, M): G -+ @ by analyticity uniquely extends to the comlexification G” of the Lie 
group G, producing a complex anrytic (depending on the properties of q,(u), holomorphic, 
meromorphic, etc.) central map ind,(D, M): G” + @ (cf. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3). 
In the first part of the paper we are preoccupied with the study of various analytic 
properties of a,(D, M). 
The characteristic feature of our approach is that we break &&CD, M) into a C-linear 
combination of universal block-functions: {a:,,: Cc + C}y,o, double indexed by the nor- 
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ma1 (to the fixed point set MG) slice-types ‘I’ and the multi-indices o whose combinatorics 
are also prescribed by Y. The universality of (Oz,,} means that they are practically 
independent of M, provided that the list (‘I’>, dimM, as well as the type of the operator 
D and the function q,(u) are fixed. On the other hand, the coefficients of the linear 
combination carry all the specific information about the action on M. In fact, they 
themselves are t-deformations ind,(D, YV,J of D-indices of characteristic manifolds 
(YY,,} carrying trivial G-action and associated with the normal G-bundle vY = v(M\y, M). 
Here M$ stands for the components of MG having the normal slice-type Y. 
This approach makes it possible to treat generic G-actions similarly to the ones with 
isolated fixed points. 
We stress that even the fixed-point formula for the O-term ind,(D, M) = ind(D, M) of 
ind,(D, M) is a new result. Although it is very much in the spirit of Atiyah-Segal-Singer 
equivariant index formulae [l, 21, it adds some new information to it: for instance, it claims 
the integrality of the coefficients {ind(D, Yp,,_)} in the representation of ind(D, M) as 
c Y,w ind(D,~~,,).@~,O(~) and makes it possible to analyze the range of ind(D, -) 
(compare this with our version of the Atiyah-Singer G-signature formula in [4]). 
There is another new aspect o the fixed point formula we propose. Recall that the local 
formula for ind(D, M) in [2] deals basically only with cyclic or cyclically dense actions: it 
computes the value ind(D, M)(g), g E G, in terms of v(Mg, M) and, as a result, can change 
drastically when g E G changes (reflecting the possible drastic change in the geometry of 
Mg). Of course, to compute ind(D, M): G + @ it suffices to know how to compute its 
restrictions to various cyclic subgroups in G; in this sense S l-actions tell the whole story. In 
[lo], we have introduced a class of G-actions which we call linearly modelled (cf. Section 1). 
Roughly speaking they are characterized by two properties: (1) for the majority of elements 
gEG,Mg=MG; and (2) the orbit-types of M are modelled after the orbit-types of linear 
G-representations with no trioial weights. In [lo] as well as in this paper we deal exclusively 
with the linearly modelled actions. They demonstrate a remarkable “stability” of ingredi- 
ents in the local formula for ind,(D, M)(g) with respect o the changing g E G (cf. Theorem 
2.3): in fact, we prove that for linearly modelled G-actions, 
%l,(D, M) = 2 ind,(D, YPyr,o).6z,t 
Y,o 
where 6,w’ : Gc + C is the analytic continuation of the universal function Oz.,: G + C. 
Now fix a finite set % of finite-dimensional complex irreducible G-representations p and 
consider linearly modelled G-actions with the normal representations Y all being direct 
sums of the irreducible p E ‘%. It turns out that one can take advantage of the fact that 
&&(D, M)(g) depends on the spectra of the matrices {$(g)Jy, rather than on g E G” itself. 
We prove (cf. Theorem 2.5) that there exists an M-universal affine variety I’,“, so that G” 
algebraically maps to I’: by a regular surjection Specs: Gc + I’,” and the invariant 
&&CD, M) is a pull-back of a meromorphic function z,“(D, M) : Vz + @. Moreover, 
formula (0.1) for %F(D, M) also pulls back by Spec, from a similar formula 
ap(D,M) = 1 ind,(D,Y,,,).“6:,, 
Y-0 
(0.2) 
on Vi, where “G>w’,,,: VE -+ @ are certain universal meromorphic (provided qr: @” + @ is 
meromorphic) functions. The variety Vg is a base of an orbifold whose total space is an 
abelian variety of complex dimension Rank [(BP t s p )(G)]. In particular, if Rank G = 1, 
Vg is an affine curve. 
As usual, when one has an explicit formula for computing a bordism invariant of 
even-dimensional closed G-manifolds M, and this invariant also makes sense for the 
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compact M’s with boundary L, then one can manufacture an invariant of L, which is 
sensitive to its “geometrical” structure. The most wonderful example of this principle is 
provided by the Atiyah-Singer o-invariant [2]. 
Since, when rp, :C” + @ is holomorphic, we are able to prove that, for a closed M, 
i&,(D,M):G” + @ is holomorphic as well, this provides us with an opportunity to define 
a new invariant K,(L) for odd-dimensional L = iJM, (8M)’ = 8, (cf. (2.16)), sensitive to the 
equivariant oriented, spin- or stably complex isomorphism type of L. We simply define 
K,(L) to be CY,,, ind(4 ~“IY,~).@‘,~ modulo the central holomorphic functions on Cc 
(equivalently, define KP (L) to be the residue class of Cu,_ ind(D, Yyl, ,). 06>w’,t modulo the 
subalgebra of holomorphic functions on Vi). In particular, the polar divisor of x,(L) seems 
to be an interesting invariant of L. 
In Theorem 2.10 we show that with I = 0 any element from the space Spanp{8$}Y,w is 
Q-proportional to a rcO-invariant of the total space of a spherical G-fibration. Moreover, 
this vector space is the range of the K,-invariant, tensorized with Q. 
We conclude Section 2 by observing that most of our results extend over the category of 
algebraic G-actions on complex projective varieties M, such that: (1) M is smooth at the 
points of MC; and (2) the G-action on M is linearly modelled (cf. (1.7)). This remark is the 
content of Theorem 2.12 which basically claims the existence of a meaningful equivariant 
index theory for G-varieties M, subject to conditions (1) and (2) above. 
In Section 3 we investigate the relation between the local formula for ind,(D, M) and 
Witten’s rigidity phenomenon. The main observation is that, when the t-family of meromor- 
phic functions H,: @” -+ @, closely related to the family cpt : C” -+ @, has automorphic 
properties (with respect to a free cyclic action on C”) (cf. (3.1)) the same properties are 
inherited by the universal functions “Gz,, : Vi + @. In fact, V$ comes equipped with 
a holomorphic map pt : Vi + Wg, f onto a complex projective variety W&. It is a subvariety 
of a symmetrized product of a number of elliptic curves +Zt = CX/ { a,}, where 1 a, 1 < 1. If some 
combinatorial conditions on the list {‘I’} are satisfied (cf. (3.7) and (3.8)), the variety W&can 
be equipped with a flat holomorphic line bundle ip, (denoted S’<, in the t$$), so that the 
invariant ap(D, M): Vz + @ is a pull-back of a meromorphic section ind,(D, M) of e,. 
Moreover, the fixed-point formula (0.2) descends to W,$,: 
St(l), M) = 1 ind,(D, ,4pY, w). 06z,t 
Y,w 
(0.3) 
where “@, are certain universal meromorphic sections of e, (cf. Theorem 3.1). 
We say that a G-action is balanced if the normal representations {‘I’> satisfy combina- 
torial coditions (3.7) and (3.8) insuring (0.3). In particular, any action with a connected MC is 
balanced. Also, if all the Y’s are SUrepresentations, the action is balanced. Thus, for 
balanced linearly modelled G-actions and automorphic families H,(u), the invariant 
Y 
md,(D, M) is the pull-back, under the holomorphic surjection pt. Specs :F -+ W&, of the 
meromorphic section Clv,@ ind,(D, YV,,). oGz,,f. If, in fact, this section ind,(D, M) of e, is 
h&morphic, then for a holomorphically non-trivial e,, it is easy to derive that it has to be 
identically zero. On the other hand, for a holomorphically trivial e,, the Liouville Theorem 
implies that it is proportional to a special section which depends on the combinatorics of 
{Y} only. In the first case we obtain a vanishing theorem for ind,(D, M) and, thus, for all the 
relevant x;s. In the second case, a,@, M) : G” --t C is proportional to a specific character 
on G”. When this character is constant, Witten’s rigidity for the xls follows. 
We conjecture2at if all the u-poles of H,(u) are the {cc,}-translates of a simple pole at 
u = 1, the section ind,(D, M) is holomorphic, provided the action is balanced. We are able to 
prove this conjecture in two quite different special (but important) settings: First, when we 
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impose extra conditions on the irreducible PE ‘% (cf. Theorem 3.3 where such an ‘% is called 
tempered); [For S’-actions, these conditions imply that the action is semi-free (quite 
a restriction!), but with the rank of G growing they become more and more relaxed.]; 
secondly, when we assume the existence of an equivariant Spin-structure on M and choose 
functions (3.13) originally suggested by Witten for the role of H,(u). In the second case we 
just repeat the modular argument of Liu [14,15]. 
We would like to stress that until now any existing proof of Witten’s rigidity uses the 
Spin-structure (or, in the almost complex case, the divisibility of the canonical bundle) in 
a crucial way, even when one argues about the twisted Signature operator (whose definition 
does not rely on a Spin-structure). In this paper we take the view that the restricted 
combinatorics of the normal G representations {Y}, rather than the Spin-structure, is the 
reason for the rigidity. Note that a Spin-structure implies the parity conditions on {‘I-‘} that 
we need. 
Our treatment is very much influenced by [S, 8,14,15], but unlike these papers, we 
work not from concrete formulae for the H,(u), but rather by imposing more and more 
restrictions on a generic family H,(u) to advance the argument. In the end, we find ourselves 
quite close to the families (3.13) suggested by Witten. Still, we are able to enlarge the class of 
Witten’s “twists” by further restricting the combinatorics of {‘I’} (cf. Corollary 3.4). 
As far as the rigidity is concerned, due to cyclic induction, our ability to deal with 
general inearly modelled actions (vs the Si-actions) is not a great advantage. Nevertheless, 
to have a local formula which effectively computes the appropriate constant function is an 
advantage. Along these lines, we observe that rigidity lets us refine the K~-, KP -invariants by 
defining them simply as the right-hand sides of (O.l)-(0.3) (modulo the constants when /, is 
trivial). Thus, for small t, a basic operator D (followed by the choice of an appropriate 
automorphic family H,: C” + C) and an odd-dimensional G-manifold L, so that LG = 8, 
L = aM, M admitting a linearly modelled balanced G-action, we construct a meromorphic 
section of an L-universal flat line bundle /, over the projective variety W&. Depending on 
the context, this section is an invariant of the oriented smooth, stably spin- or stably 
complex G-type of L. 
1. FORMAL DEFORMATIONS OF EQUIVARIANT GENERA, FIXED-POINT FORMULA, 
AND THE UNIVERSAL SYMMETRY BLOCKS 
We start with a brief description of a result from [lo] on which this paper relies. 
Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a compact smooth even-dimensional manifold 
M. Depending on the context, we assume that M has a G-equivariant oriented orthogonal, 
Spin- or almost complex structure. In other words, the G-action on M lifts to a G-action on 
a principle Q-fibration PgM + M, Y = S0(2n), Spin(2n), U(n), so that: (1) the lifted 
G-action commutes with the natural right ‘&action on P$ M, and (ii) the tangent G-bundle 
zM and the G-bundle (CP9M) xg IW”’ + M are equivariantly isomorphic by an isomorphism 
respecting the orientations. Here the s-module structure in [w’” is the obvious one. 
Let %:, = SO(2n - l), Spin(2n - l), U(n - 1). Denote by R(‘3”) the virtual complex 
representation ring of 4 = 9. Then, starting with any element 0 E ker(R(S)-% R(A$)), 
by the universal construction [2] (see also [9]), one can manufacture an element 
e,+, E &(zM). It can be regarded as a symbol of a G-equivariant pseudo-differential e liptic 
operator D, on M. 
Let T = T(n) be the maximal torus in U(n) c SO(2n) and ? = f(n) in Spin(2n). The ring 
R(T(n)) is isomorphic to Z’[CL~,CI;~, . . . .c1,,tl;i 1, where (ai} denote the basic characters on 
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T, and R@(n)) x Z[~#~,cr; ‘12, .. . . ~$~,a; 1/2 1. One can identify R(S0(2n)),R(U(n)) with 
the Weyl-invariant part of R(T(n)) and R(Spin(2n)) with the Weyl-invariant part of R@(n)). 
In this paper we restrict our attention to special (“totally decomposable”) 
cn E ker(R(9”) + R(Xn)) described by the formulae below. Let 
where 
for 9 = U(n) 
for $9 = SO(2n) 
for 9 = Spin(2n) 
(1.1) 
and Q(u) E Z[u, u- ‘1, Q(1) # 0. For 9 = S0(2n), Spin(2n), Q(U) has an additional sym- 
metry: Q(u-‘) = Q(U). 
Note that, with Q(u) = 1, 0. gives rise correspondingly to symbols of the Euler-Todd, 
Signature, and Dirac operators on M [2]. One can use a stable exponential operation 
$:R,(-) + %A-)CCtll 
(&( -) = KG( -) @I @ and t denoting a formal variable) to “twist” the symbol cM (equiva- 
lently, the operator D,) by creating an element (TV . 4(zCM) E &(tM)[ [t]] (when 9 = SO, 
Spin) or an element 0 M. $(rM) (when Y = U). The exponential operators 4 are in one-to- 
one correspondence with elements 
cP,(u)= C ~j~“~tj~~~~~U~lICC~ll (1.2) 
j b 0 
so that cpe(u) is invertible in C[u, u-i]. For simplicity, we shall assume that 
cp&) E @” = C\(O). Let us clarify this point. Note that, for any complex line bundle q over 
M, 4(q) = q,(q) is a well-defined element of &.(M)[[t]]. If an n-dimensional bundle 
< splits into a direct sum a= i vi of line bundles {pi}, by exponentiality, one has 
4(t) = jfi @(Vi). 
i=l 
This product c#J({) E C[ql,q;i, . . . , I],,, q; ‘] [[t]] can be developed into a sum 
(1.3) 
where {Q$,j} are certain universal complex polynomials, A’( stands for the i-th exterior 
power of the bundle E, and <* denotes the bundle C-dual to 5. In fact, the Q$‘s are defined 
via the identity 
in @[u,,u;’ ,..., un,u,‘][[t]], where (Ti = gi(u1 y..., u,) is the i-th elementary symmetric 
polynomial. Evidently (1.3) makes sense for any n-dimensional G-bundle 5 (and not only for 
the spittable ones). 
The Gysin homomorphism in the &-theory - the transfer map r$‘: K,(zM) -+ 
K&t) x R(G) - extends in an obvious way to transfer 
~!M:W~WCCtll--+ R(G)CCtll. (1.4) 
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Employing (1.4), define 
m,(M) = n”(ahf. $wf)) for 9 = U(n) 
~?(a,. ~$(tc M)) for Y = S0(2n), Spin(2n). (1.5) 
By the Atiyah-Singer-Segal Index Formula, n;“(o,) is the index ind(D,, M) of the operator 
D, on M. Therefore, 
@(Ml = 1 id D,QQ~,.j(AiZc:,...,A2nZC,A2nZ~),M tj 
i20 
(1.6) 
(where zc = rc M) and can be regarded as a formal t-deformation ind,(D,, M) of ind(D,, M) 
produced with the help of q,(u) E @[u,u-‘1 [[t]], q,,(u) = 1. As (1.6) indicates, 
Q(M) E %‘(G)[[t]], where W(G) := R(G) 0 @. For a special class of G-actions, called 
linearly modelled, the main result of [IO, Theorem 2.31 describes a computation of 
Q(M) E 9(G)[[t]] in local terms of the normal G-bundle v = v(MG, M). 
Let us review the relevant definitions and constructions. From now on assume that 
v(MG, M) admits a G-equiuariant complex (quaternionic) structure. Moreover, each time we 
deal with a spin-structure on M, the assumption is that v is quaternionic. 
Given a finite list ‘% of complex (quaternionic) irreducible G-representations p,we shall 
say that a G-action on M is linearly modelled if 
(a) the set G,Y, := n pe,,r(g E GI Det(1 - p(g)) # 0} is non-empty (for a con- 
nected Lie group G this happens if and only if all the p-weights, p E ‘$I, are 
nontrivial), 
(b) any normal G-representaton ‘I-’ in the fiber of v(M’, M) splits into a sum 
of the irreducible { p E !?I}. (1.7) 
(c) for any x E M \ MC, its isotropy group is contained in the isotropy group 
of a non-zero vector from the space of a G-representation 
X = @uEW ni. p, the nj’s denoting the multiplicity of p in x. 
We shall denote by 5% the family of isotropy types of vectors from the spaces of various 
x as in (c). 
For %-linearly modelled actions, it is convenient o work with a localization KG( -),,, of 
the theory KG( -), where the multiplicative system A,, c R(G) is generated by the charac- 
ters {i_r(pc)},,,. The requirement (a) from (1.7) implies that, generically, KG(-),,% # 0 
and (c) yields the isomorphism K,(tM G),A,, z K,(TM),,,~ under the inclusion TM’ c TM (cf. 
ClOl). 
The local formula for O(M) in [lo, Theorem 2.31 employs certain bordism-valued 
characteristic elements (“numbers”) { yl,( v,)}~, C0 of the G-bundles vY = v(M$, M), 
M$ denoting the components of MC with a normal slice-type Y, These ~$(vY))s belong to 
bordism group Q,“(pt), based on manifolds carrying a stable %-structure. The ,Y;(v,)‘s have 
been introduced in [9, Section 31 as submanifolds of special (“non-equivariant”) flag- 
manifolds Flag,(+), associated with the G-bundle vy and with the multi-index o. It turns 
out that {Y@(v,)}, detect the bordism class of the pair (MC, I+). 
Let us describe the set 21Y, where the w’s range. Denote by S”Z+ the n-th symmetric 
power of the set of non-negative integers Z, . Then, for ‘I’ = BPE s nT.p, put 
‘LIY = ripe% S”TZ+ . The elements w E aY can be regarded as tables, double indexed by 
pe% and /EN, 1 </“dnT, and filled with the integers o(p,/) 2 0. By definition, two 
fillings are equivalent if, for each p, they differ by a permutation of {w(p, /)} 1 $ e G n: at 
most. 
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At this point we introduce an important expression 
for Y = U 
H,(u) = for 9 = SO (1.8) 
I( ) & Q(u)cp,(u)cp,(u-‘) for Q = Spin 
where cp,(u)~@[u,u-‘][[t]], Q(u)~Z[u,u-‘1, Q(1) #C, and, for 9 =SO, Spin, 
Q(u)EZ[U + u -‘I. Note that H,(u)E {C[u,u-‘][[t]]}rI _Ul, when 9 = U, SO, and 
H,(u) E {C[u”“,u-“‘1 [[t]]}c, “,, when B = Spin. 
Let Spec A denote the spectrum of a square matrix A, each eigenvalue has been taken 
with its multiplicity. In other words, SpecA is viewed as an effective divisor in C. If the 
multiplicities are even, $Spec A stands for the divisor whose double is Spec A. 
Employing H,(u), for each p, we generate new partially defined functions 
OfP’: G -+ C [ [t]] by the formula below. For complex p, and g E Gp” := {g E G 1 Det(1 - 
p(g)) f 01, define 
fl H,(J.H;‘(llx)) = j;O @f%)x’ (1.9) 
i E Specdd 
and, for a quaternionic p, 
I-I H,(i.H;‘(i/~)).H,(i..H;‘(-i/J;)) = c OfP’(g)x’. (1.10) 
,J E :specP(g) j 2 0 
There H; ’ (-) stands for a formal functional inverse of H,( -) and i2 = - 1. Since H,(u) has 
a simple t-independent pole at u = 1, H;‘(l/x) E C[[t, x]], while H; ‘( f iI&) E 
C[[t,&]]. Moreover, since H,(u-‘) = -H,(u) when 3 = SO, Spin, the left-hand side of 
(l.lO), indeed, expands as a power series in x. These @j(” ‘s are the main players of the local 
formula below. 
We shall denote by SZz.yl(pt;F,) the bordism based on G-manifolds, equipped with 
a stable equivariant ‘%tructure, and with the isotropy types in the family 9%. 
Finally, we are in a position to formulate the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 (cf. [lo, Theorem 2.31). Let M’” be a closed smooth G-manifold admitting 
a G-equiuariant %-structure, 9 = U(n), SO(2n), or Spin(2n). Assume that, for Y = U(n), 
S0(2n), the normal G-bundle v = v(MG, M) is complex and for 59 = Spin(2n),-quaternionic 
(the structure in v being subordinate to the ambient %-structure). Also let the G-action on M be 
%-linearly modelled (cf. (1.7)). 
Under these assumptions, the following fixed point formula for the formal t-deformation 
(D(M) = ind,(l),, M) of ind(D,, M) (see (1.5) and (1.6)) is valid in the ring B(G)[[t]],,%: 
Here the universal central functions (equivalently, elements of B?(G) [ [t]],,,) 
@‘“‘:G;-+C[[t]], j=O,1,2 ,..., 
J 
have been introduced in (1.9) and (1.10) via H,(u) (see also (1.8)). The inuariants 
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P”W E @CCmI are the (non-equiuariunt) a-inuariants, i.e., { ind,(l),, 5$,(vp))} of the 
characteristic manifolds (y)o(vy)} (cf. 19, Section 31). 
In fact, Q(M) is an invariant of the G-bordism class of M in @c(pt;FR). 
2. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE INVARIANT Q,(M) 
We shall investigate the analytic properties of (I+(M) when q,(u) E C[u, u-‘1 [[t]], 
responsible for the twist of the symbol, is actually an analytic function in the variables t, u. 
Let w be an open domain in @* = {(t, u)} containing the punctured line {(O,u), u # 0} 
and excluding the line {u = 01. Assume that w is invariant under rotations (t, u) I-+ (At, u), 
111 = 1. Denote by Dd the b-disk {t E @: 1 t1 < 6). We require that, for each t E Dd the unit 
circle S/ = {(t,u), IuI = l} iscontainedinV.Put<=~n{tx@).Thus,~~S,’,tEDd. 
This setting is pictured in Fig. 1. 
From now on let cp(t, u) = p,(u) be a meromorphic (t, u)-function in -W, such that it is 
regular on { (0, u), u # 0} and its Taylor t-expansion is of the type (1.2). 
Let Gc be the complexification of the Lie group G. Recall that any component of G” 
contains a single component of G. Also any finite dimensional G-representation Y uniquely 
extends to an (single-valued) analytic G” -representation Y. 
Given a domain Y E @ and a complex G-representation Y, denote by V(G”,Y) the 
Adcc -invariant domain {g E Gc 1 Spec \?I( g) c V}. In particular, with V = < we shall 
consider the domain q(G”, Y) s G”. Since, for t E Dd, SpecY(g) c S’ c <, -Y;(Gc,Y) 3 G. 
Let G8 be the closure of 6% = npEs {g E G I 1 $ Specp(g)} in G and let GG be the 
closure of @ = n pG,,r (g E G” 11 rj SpecP(g)} in G”. Of course, for a connected Lie group 
G, G% = G and GG = G”, provided 6% # 8. In any case, G% is an open and closed 
Ad,-invariant subset of G. 
Let Ys = @jPE%p and Ys = ePE%)?. For t E Dg, define Ad-invariant open sets in 
G and G”, correspondingly by 
K(G, fl) := K(G, Y4 n Gw, $(G, !I?) := K(G, Y%) n 6, 
and 
K(Gc, ‘8) := VJG”, Y,J n G,“, %(G”, %) := 9$(GC:, \?I,) n 6:. (2.1) 
In other words, K(G, %) consists of points g E G, such that, for any p E !R, Spec p(g) c K 
Fig. 1. 
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and the algebraic function I- 1(p) = Det(1 - p( -)) is not an identical zero in a neighbor- 
hood of g. 
Also define: 
W-(G,%)= ((t,g)EDaxGlgE~(G,~)) 
and (2.2) 
W(G”, ‘W = {(t, g) E Da x Gc I g E -u;_(@, W> 
ti(G", ‘3) = { (t,g) E Dd x G” I g E %(G’, %,}. 
Note that W(G”, ‘3) 1 Dz x Gw. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let an ‘S-linearly modelled G-action on M be as in Theorem 1.1. Let cp(t, u) 
be a meromorphic function in a domain W c C2 as above, so that the Taylor t-expansion of 
cp along { (0, u), u # 0} is of the form 
C qj(u)t’, with {qj(u) E @[u,u-‘1) and ~0 E C”. 
j > 0 
Then the invariant Q(M) E {W(G) [ [t]]},,,, dejined with the help of the expansion above (cf 
(1.4) and (1.5)), arise as a Taylor t-expansion of a central meromorphic (t, g)-function (I$(M)( g) 
in the domain W(Gc,%) c Dd x GC. If, in fact, cp is holomorphic in W, then Qt(M)(g) is 
holomorphic in @(Gc, !R) (see (2.1) and (2.2) for the notations). 
As a result, to each (t, g) E Yk(G”, %) one can assign a numerical value @,(M)(g), which is 
an invariant of the G-bordism class of [M] E #,“(pt; 9%). 
ProoJ: First we claim that, for M carrying a trivial G-action, the power series 
O(M) E @[[t]] converges in Dd to a holomorphic t-function. The claim is based on 
a computation in [lo, formulae (2.24) and (2.26)] of the @-invariants for the complex or 
quatemionic projective spaces P,. For a complex P,, 9 = U or SO, and the corresponding 
H,(u) from (1.8), 
O(Pr) = E;~ Res,=o{H,(e’))‘+‘. 
Here st = Q(l)cp,(l) when B = U and E, = 2Q(l)~,(l)~ when ‘3 = SO. 
For a quaternionic P,, 3 = Spin and the corresponding H,(u) from (1.8), 
@(P,) = iResZZo 
[Ht(e”).Zf,(e-‘)I’+’ 
In both cases, in view of (1.8), @(PI) is a holomorphic in t, provided cpt(e’) is holomorphic in 
t. Since the complex P,‘s form a multiplicative basis over the rationals in stably complex 
bordism, the complex P2,‘s in the oriented bordism and the quaternionic P,‘s in the 
Spin-bordism, by the multiplicativity of the invariant 0, the above claim follows. 
Employing definition (1.8), one can check that H,(u . H; ‘(l/x)) (H,(u) being defined by 
the first two expressions in (1.8)) and H,(u.H;‘(i/~)).H,(u.H;‘(-i/~)) (H,(u) being 
defined by the third expression in (1.8)) are meromorphic functions of (t, u) E W and of 
a small enough x (how small x should be depends on (t, u)), provided q,(u) is meromorphic 
in W. The verification takes advantage of the following fact. Since H,(u) has a simple 
t-independent pole at u = 1, H; '(l/x) = 1 + Cj, o F. xj (with Fj,, E C[[t]]) is holomor- ,,f 
phic in (t, x) in a neighborhood of (0,O). Moreover, both H,(u. H; '(l/x)) and 
H,(u .H,‘(i/J;;)).H,(u.H;‘(-i/~)) are holomorphic when (t, u) E W and x being 
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sufficiently small, with the exception of the divisor {u = l} (provided cp&) is holomorphic 
in W). 
The correspondence g + Spec p( g) is an algebraic mapping. Therefore, for each p and 
9 = U, SO, the (t,g)-functions 
6$‘(g) = +s { n a(i-fp(l,x))} (2.3) 
I E Specp(g) x=0 
or, for B = Spin, the (t,g)-functions 
@y(g) = + 2 . ‘1 (2.4) x=0 
are meromorphic in W(G”, ‘%) (provided q,(u) being meromorphic in W) and holomorphic 
in @(Cc, ‘ill) (provided q,(u) being holomorphic in W). 
Thus, all the ingredients of the right-hand side of (1.11) converge in W(G,%) to the 
appropriate meromorphic (t, g)-functions, regular in @(G,‘%). By Theorem 1.1, 
Q(M): 6, + C[ [t]] equals the right-hand side of (1.11). As a result, for t E Db and 
g E $G, ‘%) the t-power series @(M)(g) converge to a numerical value @@4)(g). Since the 
right-hand side of (1.11) is meromorphic in W(G, ‘%), so is the invariant @,(M)(g). Therefore, 
by the argument above, together with the right-hand side of (1.1 l), it extends analytically on 
W(G”, ‘8). n 
In fact, when q,(u) is holomorphic in W, Q(M)(g) is not only holomorphic in $(G”, %), 
but actually in W(G”, %) as well! To demonstrate this we shall use Lemma 2.2 below, which 
is a generalization of [S, Lemma, p. 181. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let V be a complex analytic manifold and f: V + @ a holomorphic function 
whose zeros define a divisor 9. Put W = Dd x V. Let h : W + @ be a meromorphic function, 
holomorphic in ii/:= Dd x (V\Q), and such that the productf. h is holomorphic in W. Assume 
that h(t, v) (t E Da, v E V) has a Taylor t-expansion C. I~ O cj(v)tj, converging to h in W; 
moreover, let (cj(v)} be holomorphic in V. 
Then h extends to a function, holomorphic in W and the t-expansion above holds every- 
where in W. 
Proof Since f. h is a holomorphic in Dd x V, it admits a representation of the form 
Cj a o dj(v)f’, (d,(v)} being holomorphic in V. The identity f(v) * Cj ~ ,, Cj(V) ti = Cj > o d,(v) ti 
holds in W, implying cj(V) = dj(v)/ f ( ) f v or any j and v E V\9. From the regularity of cj it 
follows that dj is divisible by f in the algebra of holomorphic function on V. Thus, 
h(t, V) = 1, ~ o cj(v)t’ in W. H 
Now take K(G”, ‘%) for the role of V in Lemma 2.2, g for the role of v, 1 tl for 6, @,(M)(g) 
for h(t, v) and a sufficient power of no6 ~ Det( 1 - p(g)) for f (v). By Lemma 2.2 and in view 
of Theorem 2.1, @,(M)(g) is holomorphic in each of the domains D,,, x $$(G’, rrt), t E Dd, and 
thus in their union W(Gc, %) (cf. Fig. 1). The key point in this argument is that 0(M), by its 
very definition, represents an element of 5?(G) [ [t]], p roviding US with the holomorphic cj’s 
(in the notations of Lemma 2.2) i.e., with the characters from 9l?(G”). 
Combining this argument with Theorem 2.1, we get 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, for each t E Da, the following formula 
is valid in the algebra of central meromorphic functions o the Adcc -invariant open subset 
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K(G”,%) =I G% (cf. (2.1)) of Cc: 
(2.5) 
Here the characteristic number @,,,,(v~) := (I+(LQv,)) re p resents a constant function on G” 
and the M-universal meromorphic functions {Oj,, . “‘. K(G”, ‘%) -+ C> have been introduced in 
(2.3) and (2.4). 
Zfthe basicfunction cpt(u) is holomorphic in “y;, then (D,(M): K(G”, !JJ) + C is holomorphic; 
in particular, if&u) is holomorphic at the points ofthe unit circle {u: Iu] = l}, then O,(M) is 
holomorphic in a neighborhood of G% in Gz resulting in the pole cancellation of the right-hand 
side of (2.5) in the vicinity qf G,. 
For a multi-index o, put I( o II = C, E ~, , d p ~ “. o(p, t). Counting w’s, so that $“(v,) can 
be an infinite order element in the appropriate bordism @(pt), we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.4. For any %-linearly modelled G-action on a 2d-dimensional manifold M as 
in Theorem 1.1 and with aJixed list of normal G-representations {Y}, the invariant Q),(M) is 
a @-linear combination of at most 1, Ayr(d - dime ‘4’) universal meromorphic functions 
where A,(k) stands for the number of elements w = (w(p,e)} in HIpeA S”6!+, subject to the 
constraints IIoII < k for 9 = U(d); I( 011 < k and IIo.r/I E Omod2 for 9 = SO(2d); 
II w II d r k/2 1 and k - 2 II o II = 0 mod 2 for Y = Spin(2d). 
Now we shall take a closer look at the fact that @(M)(g) depends on {SpecY(g)},, 
rather than on g E G”. 
Let S”X stand for the k-th symmetric power of a space X. We shall view the spectrum of 
an invertible k x k-matrix A as an element of Sk@“, i.e., as the zero divisor of the character- 
istic polynomial of A. This gives rise to an algebraic mapping Spec, : GLc(k) + Sk@“. As an 
affine variety, Sk@” x Ckel x C’. Let 1’4’1 stand for the complex dimension of the G- 
representation Y. 
Given a representation Y : G” -+ GLe( ( Y I), consider the algebraic map 
We shall denote 
affine variety SIyiC 9 
SPyfl 
Spec+:G”+GL,(IYl)-S C”. ITI (2.6) 
by V$ the image Specq(G”) c SIy’C”. It is an algebraic subset of the 
which we intend to describe. 
Employing (2.6) we construct an algebraic map 
Spec, := n Specs :Gc -+ 
PCS 
(2.7) 
and denote its image-Spec%(G”)-by V,“. It is an algebraic subset of the affine variety 
~,,~(S’~‘CX) x flpew(@‘P’- ’ x C’). For G connected, V,$ is a subvariety of dimension 
Rank(YB((G)), Yx = OPEN P. 
We shall denote by T$ the intersection of Y(G”) with a maximal torus T”(lYl) in 
GLc(IYl). It is a complex abelian Lie group-a product of the maximal torus of Y(G”) 
with a finite abelian group (when G is connected, it is just the maximal torus of Y(G”)). 
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Since almost any element of ‘@(Cc) is conjugated to an element of Z$ (any element is 
a product of a semisimple lement with a unipotent one and the Spec-map depends only on 
the semisimple factor), Spec+(G”) = Spec,,,(T$). Hence Spec,(GLc(n)) can be identified 
with the quotient T”(n)/&, S, denoting the symmetric group on n symbols. Therefore, 
V$ = Spec+ (G c) coincides with the image of the abelian subgroup T$ c T”( 1 ‘PI) under the 
finite map p: T”(l’fl) + T”(~V~)/S,,, = S~“‘~@“. 
Similarly, V$ is the image of the complex abelian subgroup T$ c T”( lY,j) under the 
finite projection pw: Tc(/Yq[) -+ T’(llu,l)/&,, S,,, = n,,% (SiPiCx). The latter product 
we shall abbreviate as S’RCx. Hence Vi is a base of an orbifold with the space being 
a complex abelian variety (or a union of such). 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) together with Theorem 2.3 that the invariant O,(M) factors 
through the Specs-mapping: Ot(M)(g) = @,,*(M)(Spec,(g)), where @f(M): S”@” -+ C is 
a partially defined meromorphic function. To make this explicit, put 
s’H”/;:= n SIJI$$s n SIPIC” := S%@“. (2.8) 
,’ t ‘H p t ‘%? 
Then, according to Theorem 2.3, examining the right-hand side of (2.5), we see that 
@,,+(M):P%+C 
is meromorphic. We would like to compute explicitly the universal functions %z,,:= 
n p E ‘H, I < e < n; 
@@(P) r,,(p,e),r : S’K+ C (whose pull-back by the Spec,-map produce 
Oz,, := n,, O$‘:,,,,) in terms of the basic functions {Oj,f(u)}. These are defined by 
1 Oj,t(U)Xj= H,(U’H;‘(l/X)) (2.9) 
120 
or, depending on the context, by 
,FO Oj,l(U)X’ = H,(u.H;‘(~/,/&))*H,(u* H;‘(-i/A)) 
(see (1.8) for the definition of H,(u)). 
In view of (1.9), (2.9) and (1.10) (2.10), 
(2.10) 
= c @,‘,tcsw%(~xp,6H (2.11) 
w 
where Y_({x~,~}) is a “minimal” S” = 
mial HP e x::“‘“‘. 
nP S,,,-symmetric polynomial, containing the mono- 
Therefore, O:,,(g) can be expressed as an integral S’R-symmetric poly- 
nomial in {oj,,(n)}, ;1 E Spec @(g) (or A E :Spec’@(g)). To describe this explicitly, for each 
p E %, we order the eigenvalues of p(g) by assigning them an index k, 1 < k < Ip 1. Thus, 
a point in S’C” will be represented by {,&}, p E %, 1 < k < I pi. With the new notations, 
employing (2.1 l), 
where 
(2.12) 
the summation extending over the ordered partitions { j, + a.. + jIPI} of j. Evidently, (2.12) 
is S’-symmetric and, hence, defines a meromorphic function *Oz.,: S%K+ C”. 
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These considerations, combined with Theorem 2.3, are assembled in 
THEOREM 2.5. Let meromorphic functions qr: K+ C, t E Da, be as in Theorem 2.1. Let 
a ‘%-linearly modelled G-action on M (equipped with an equivariant %-structure) be as in 
Theorem 1.1. 
Given a finite list % of complex (quaternionic) G-representations p, a G-representation 
y = OPE9i n,‘.p, and a multi-index w E ‘9&, there exists a universal (i.e., M-independent) 
meromorphic function *Oz,, : S’^t: + @, d escribed in (2.12), so that the invariant 
O,(M) : ?$(G”, %) -+ C is a composition of the (regular) algebraic mapping Specs : G” + S’C” 
(cf (2.6) and (2.7)) with a meromorphic function @p(M): S”K+ @, defined by the formula 
@?(M)(k) = 1 @,,,(+++@:,,(U 1 E S’K. (2.13) 
Y’,o 
In fact, a,(M) is determined by the restriction @F(M) of @F(M) at the subset 
Specw(K(Gc,%)) = V,” n S”$$c PC”. 
The set Vz is an algebraic subset of the afine variety S”@” z n,,% (II?- ’ x C”) and the 
base of an orbifold p : T&, + Vz, where T’ Y,,, is a complex abelian Lie group. In particular, ifall 
p E !K are l-dimensional and G% is connected, V,$ is a Rank Y%(G)-dimensional subtorus of 
n C”. pel 
Zf the basic function q,: q + @ is holomorphic, so is the invariant 
@F(M): V$ n S”-Y;-+ C, resulting in the holomorphicity of Q(M). In particular, if qt is 
holomorphic at the points of unit circle S ‘, then Q:(M) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the 
totally real subvariety V, = V,$ n S’(S’) = Spec,(G,) of Vi”, implying @(M) is holomorphic 
in an Adoc-invariant neighborhood of GB in G”. 
We shall illustrate some of the constructions and statements above in Example 2.6. The 
setting of this example is identical with the one from Examples 1.3 and 2.9 of [lo]. 
Example 2.6. The setting is provided by the natural SU(3)-action on the Caley projec- 
tive plane %P2 of real dimension 16 (cf. [6]). The fixed point set is the complex projective 
space CP2, the normal complex representation Y is a sum of two copies of the standard 
SU(3)-representation p in C3, the isotropy types of the action coincide with the ones of p. 
Therefore, ‘!R = {p} and the family 9% consists of three copies of SU(2) c SU(3) (permuted 
by the S,-action), the trivial group and SU(3) itself. Thus, the action is p-linearly modelled. 
In fact, with G = SU(3), Gc = SLc(3), the divisor 9% = {g E GIDet(1 - p(g)) = 0} is 
a bouquet of three copies of SU(2) x S3.0Similarly, 9; = {g E Gc I Det(1 - p(g)) = 0} is 
a bouquet of three SLc(2)‘s. Hence, G% = G\g% = SU(3)\v,3=i [SU(2)& implying 
Gw = SU(3). In a similar way, 6; = SLc(3)\v,3=, [SLc(2)], and GG = SLc(3). 
The Spec,-map takes SLc(3) to the variety S”@” = S3@” z C2 x C” (its regular func- 
tion ring is @ [ai, az, a3, a; ‘1). The surface V,” is defined by the equation a3 = 1 and, thus, 
represents an affine 2-plane II2 = C2 x 1 c C2 x C”. It is the p-image of the maximal 
2-torus T@ c SLc(3); in fact, V,” z T”/S3. Identifying Spec%(SLc(3)) with II?, 
& = Spec,(SU(3)) becomes a (totally real) triangle n in II’. Indeed (see Fig. 2), if one 
thinks about T3 c U3 as obtained from the cube Z3 by identifying the opposite faces, the 
maximal 2-torus T c SU(3) is represented by the pair of triangles ABC and EFD with the 
edges AB and DF, AC and EF, BC and FD being identified. Dividing further by the 
S,-symmetry, we are getting n = BGH u EKL with BG and EL being glued together. 
Now we shall consider an oriented SU(3)-manifold M16, modelled after the standard 
SU(3)-action on the Caley projective plane (i.e., we assume that the isotropy type family 
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9% consists of SU(3), SU(2) and the trivial group, the normal SU(3)-representation Y is 
p 0 p and v(MSUC3),M) admits a SU(3)-equivariant complex structure. We also pick 
Y = SO(16) and, thus, we shall discuss a fixed point formula for analytic t-deformations of 
the indices of (twisted) signature operators on M16. 
Denote by t2 a complex 2-bundle over MSUC3) so that vV z (p 0 p) C& t2. Let 
n: Pc(12) + MS”“’ be the projectivization of t 2. Let [ stand for the tautological Hopf 
bundle over Pc(t2) and t, for the bundle, formed by the vectors, tangent to the fibers of 
n:P&2)-+iV”(3). 
According to [9], the characteristic bordism valued elements {Ym(v)} of v = vV = 
v(M su(3), M) are: 
Y&(v) = Msu’3’, %,0(v) = 2% 0 57) 
~l,l(V) = x(t2)Y %,0(v) = x(X 0 L) 
where x( -) stands for the transversal self-intersection of the zero section in the space of the 
corresponding bundle, i.e., for the Euler class of the bundle. These are manifolds of 
dimensions 4,2,0,0, correspondingly. 
With ‘?? = SO, the local contribution of the surface Y1,,,(v) is trivial. Thus, one can 
compute O,(M) in terms of the characteristic numbers fDt(MSU(3)) and x(t2), ~(210 7,). 
Playing with the leading poles of the G-signature formula, in [lo] we were able to show that, 
for any SU(3)-manifold Ml6 as above, ~(5~) = --x(2( @ z,). In these notations, formula 
(2.5) can be presented as 
(l+(M) = (@$‘;)2X+(MSU’3’) + [(O;“;)’ - O:“;@‘,‘]X(~~) (2.14) 
where 
with H,(u) = [(u + l)/(u - l)]Q(u).cpt(u).cp,(u-‘). 
Assume, for example, that cpt is meromorphic in @” and holomorphic in the ring 
“y;= {uEC: ItI c IuI < ItC’l}, ItI < 1. Theorem 2.4 claims that O,,(M) (cf. (2.14)) is 
meromorphic in SLC(3) and holomorphic in K(SL,(3))-the preimage of S3,L; under the 
map Specs : SLc(3) + S3@“. 
Since S’ c K, m,(M) is holomorphic in an AdSLCo) -invariant open neighborhood of 
SU(3) C SLc(3). 
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By Theorem 2.5, it descends to a meromorphic function m?(M) : S3@” + C, whose 
restriction ‘Pp (M) to II2 n (S 3 fl I A is holomorphic. The factorization is represented by 
the following diagram: 
‘J’:(M) 
@4V):SL,(3)Spec,- C2 X 1 - C 
Note that local contributions 0 Tt: SLc(3) + C do have poles along the divisor 
9: = Vi”= 1 =4&), or, equivalently, the functions O O,, t y do have poles along the diagonal 
line {cl = 02} in II2 (the regular ring of II2 is @[a,,a,]).This line contains the segment 
BG = EL (see Fig. 2) which cuts A in two. 
The diagram above illustrates the main idea: all the singularities of (X$(M) are the 
Specs-pre-images of the singularities of Qp (M); the latter ones can be expressed in terms of 
the singularities of the basic Oj,;S. 
If (&,n,,&) represents a point of S3@“, then in accordance with (2.13) from Theorem 
2.5, one can express O?(M) in terms of the basic Oj,r’s as follows: 
~,+(M)(a) = a+(MSU(3))* fi fz,(nk)2 
k=l 
+ x(r2)Col,,(nl)H,(n2)H,(n3) + ..-I2 
- X(52)C02,t(~l)H1(L1)H,(~2)2H,(i13)2 + ***I (2.15) 
where “+ ..a” stands for the missing part of the &-symmetric expression. In these terms, 
@F(M) is just the restriction of D?(M) at the set of KS, subject to the condition 
Al&& = 1. n 
At this point one might wonder how rare are analytic functions q,(u) with the Taylor 
t-expansion of the type (1.2). Evidently, they are a very “unstable” phenomenon. In Section 
3 we will see that t-families of elliptic functions, being multiplied by a t-independent factor, 
possess this property. On the other hand, the lemma below provides us with a rich variety of 
algebraic cpt’s with the desired property. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let S(t, u, cp) be a complex polynomial in the variables t, u, cp. Assume that 
there exists q,,(u) E @[u, u- ‘1, so that: 
(i) S(0, u, cpO(u)) = Ofor any u E C”, 
(ii) 1 
I[ 
~(O,u4%(u)) EQ=C%U-‘l. 1 
Then the algebraicfunction q(t, u), implicitly dejined by S(t, u, cp) = 0 over the set {(t, u) ( u # 0, 
ItI < d,(Ys)}, is oftheform xi,,, pj(u)t’, with pi(u) E @[u,u-'1. 
The positive number d,(Ys) denotes the distance in the line {u = a}ffom the origin to the 
ramijcation locus 5fs of the surface S = 0 over the (t,u)-plane.+ 
In particular, 
S(t,u,cp) = (u”cp - u”) + t*S,(t,u,cp) 
with m, n E Z and an arbitrary S1 E @[t, u, q], satisfies (i), (ii) and, as a result, gives rise to 
a cp(t,u) with the desired property. 
+ ._C& n {t = 0) = 0, which is a necessary and often a sullicient condition for cp E @[IA, u- ‘1 [[t]]. 
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Proof: This proof is very much in the spirit of the Analytic Implicit Function Theorem: 
one is looking for a solution cp of the equation S(t, u, rp) = 0 in the form Cj ~ o qj(u)t’, while 
working inductively modulo higher and higher powers of the ideal (t) to determine the 
Cpj(U)‘s. In this process one is forced to divide by [(&S)/(acp)] (0, u, q,,(u)). By (ii) the result of 
the division again is in the ring C[u, u-i]. H 
Lemma 2.7 combined with Theorem 2.1 leads to 
COROLLARY 2.8. With any polynomial S1 E @Et, u, cp] one can associate an exponential 
operation C#I : &( -) + X,( -) [ [t]] employing the solution cp(t, u) of the equation 
s:= rp - 1 + t.sl(t,u,ql) = 0. 
This, in turn, gives rise to an equivariant bordism invariant 
I = C nr[o.M.Q~j(A’ZcM, . . ..A”zcM.A”7,*M)]t’ 
j>O 
(cf: (1.3)) (a t-deformation ofzrM(oM)), converging to a central holomorphicfunction in the 
domain YJG”,%) c G”, defined by {g E Gi 1 Specb(g) c <for any p E %}. In turn, the 
domain K= YTn {(t’,u): t’ = t}, where %F = {(t,u)E@ x @“:(t( < d,(Ys)}. 
We conclude this section with a few general observations. For an analytic set X, let O(X) 
stand for the algebra of holomorphic functions on X and A(X)- for the algebra of 
meromorphic ones. We shall denote by O,(Y$(Gc:, %)), &$(fl(G”, ‘8)) correspondingly, the 
algebras of central holomorphic and meromorphic functions on the open Adcc-invariant 
subset Y$(Gc, %) c Cc. 
Now assume that M is an even-dimensional compact G-oriented G-manifold, admitting 
a G-equivariant %-structure (just as in Theorem l.l), but not necessarily closed. In addition, 
let the G-action on the boundary 8M of M be G-fixed point free. Under the latter 
assumption, the right-hand side Z,(M) of (2.5) and the right-hand side P’?(M) of (2.13) still 
make sense. Following the Atiyah-Singer idea of the a-invariant [a], for any such M with 
aM being a disjoint union of k copies of a manifold L, define 
K,(L) = i Yr(M) mod O,(K(Gc, %)) 
K:(L)=kYP(M)modO(VinS”Y;) (2.16) 
Here the basic function cpt : K -+ C is assumed to be holomorphic. Note that K~(L) in the 
case of the Signature operator is not as refined as the o(L) from [2], but when Witten’s 
rigidity follows, they are almost identical (cf. Theorem 3.5). 
For odd-dimensional G-manifolds, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 have an immediate, but 
important, implication. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Under the assumptions above, the elements K,(L) E Jtl,(K(Gc, ‘$I))/ 
O,(K(G”, 93)) and KP (L) E &( VG n S” <)/Lo( Vi n S” Y’J are invariants of the G-equivariant 
isomorphism type of L together with a choice of the appropriate equivariant Q-structure in 
7L 0 lR (when ‘3 = SO, then IC,, K: are invariants just of the oriented G-diffeomorphism type 
of L). In particular, the polar divisors of Yt(M) in Y$(G”, ‘3) or 3’: (M) in V,” n S”K are 
interesting invariants of this L-type. 
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Proof: This proof is a corollary of the additive property of yt(M) under disjoint unions 
of G-bundles v(MG, M). n 
Although the definition of rc,(L) requires the existence of a special linearly modelled 
coboundary M, on many occasions one has such a coboundary “for free”. For example, if S’ 
or SU(2) act on L with all the isotropy groups being finite, then some multiple of L is 
a G-coboundary of the desired type. In any case, where the construction of the coboundary 
is geometrically explicit, the computation of the k,-invariants is straightforward. 
For instance, let vry = @ PE I (p @ 5,) be a complex G-bundle over a closed oriented 
(stably complex) manifold NT carrying a trivial action. Alternatively, one might take 
a quaternionic V~ with NV admitting a Spin-structure. (As usual, !R is such that Gg # 8.) 
Then we have rc,(Svyl) = y@v,)mod Q,(q(G”, %)), where Svy, Dv, stand for the spherical 
and disk bundles associated with vy. Therefore, if a collection of G-bundles (v~) arise as 
a normal G-bundle to the fixed point set on a closed %-linearly modelled manifold, then for 
any choice of u in (1.1) and a holomorphic p* : T’( + @ as in Theorem 2.1, 
1 K,(SV~) = 0 mod O,(K(G”, %)) 
y 
c rc: (Sv,) - 0 mod 0(Vi n S% c). 
v 
(2.17) 
In particular, with t = 0 and K = K~, O,(p,' = @j(P) in (2.17), we get an “integrality” 
condition on the normal bundles V~‘S for a closed M: 
1 K(SV~) = 0 mod O(Gi), K’ (Svy) = 0 mod &(I’,)). (2.18) 
In contrast, if a collection of G-bundles (v~} is unrestricted, the k-invariant K(& Svp) is 
practically unrestricted. Let us elaborate on this. 
Given a character on as in (l.l), consider the appropriate elliptic operator D,_. Let 
a,” denote the generator of the subgroup in Z spanned by the indices {ind(D,“, M2”)}, M2” 
running over all 2n-dimensional manifolds admitting %(n)-structure. 
When u, = 0: (cf. (1.1)) it is easy to determine (a.“> by the multiplicativity. In fact, for 
the Euler-Todd operator, o, = 1 (the Todd genus of @PI is l), for the Signature operator, 
6, = [l + (- 1)“]/2 (Sign(@P,) = 0, Sign(@P2) = 1) and, for the Dirac operator, on equals 
1 when n = O(4), it equals 2 when n = 2(4) and vanishes otherwise (indeed, the A^-genus of 
Milnor’s Spin-manifold Me is 1 and the i-genus of the Kummer hypersurface M 4 of degree 
4 in 6=P3 is 2). 
By [l, Proposition 4.33, the characteristic manifolds {~O(~IY)}OE~I are universally 
independent in the following sense. Let an integer k, a G-representation Y and any finite list 
{N,}, of closed manifolds, subject to one of the following three constraints: 
(i) N,,, admits a U-structure and dim N, = 2k - 2 I\ w I( 3 0 (v~ being complex), 
(ii) N, admits an SO-structure and dim N, = 2k - 2 )( co (1 >, 0, dim N, z 0 mod 4 (vp 
being complex), 
(iii) N, admits a Spin-structure and dim N, = 2k - 4Ilw(J > 0, dimN, E Omod4 (vu’ 
being quaternionic), 
are given, Then there exists a G-bundle vp over a 2k-dimensional base L (L carrying a trivial 
G-action and ‘I’ being the G-representation in the fibers of vyr) so that, for any o, 
Y_(v~) = N, (in the appropriate bordism group nz(pt)). Therefore, there exists a G-bundle 
vyr, with the property 
ind(&,%,(v,)) = &E.llwll (2.19) 
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E = 1 for v,-complex and E = 2 for vV-quaternionic. As a result, we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10. Any meromorphic function from the lattice 
Span, 
i 
ak”- E. llwll n 
PCS 
@%%~)} mod O,(Gs) 
w 
1<e4n: 
where the multi-index o E 2& is subject to the condition k - E * 1) w (1 2 0 (s = 1,2) or equiva- 
lently, from the lattice 
is realizable as the tc- (respectively tc”-) invariant of the space of a spherical G-Jibration 
Sv,, --, L over a closed 2k-dimensional L. Conversely, by its very definition (and by formulae 
(2.5) and (2.13)) any K- (respectively no-) invariant takes its values in this lattice. 
In particular, (i) for the Euler-Todd operator a: = 1, (ii) for the Signature operator, 
a,” = (1 + (- 1)“)/2 and, (iii) for the Dirac operator, a,b = 1 when n = O(4), a,” = 2 when 
n = 2(4) and vanishes otherwise. 
Example 2.11. Let Y = ePcs nT*p be a complex G-representation, and q, the dual of 
the Hopf bundle over the complex projective r-space P,. Replacing p by Y in the computa- 
tions of @(P,,p @ ql) performed in [lo, (2.22)], we get 
where E, = Q(l). q,(l) for $4 = U, E, = 2Q(l). ~~(1)’ for $3 = SO, and 6, is a sufficiently small 
positive number. 
Thus, to realize fl, (Y @ q,) (with (Y) + r being fixed) as a normal G-bundle v(M’, M) 
for a closed %linearly modelled M, one has to insure the holomorphicity of the g-function 
in K(G”, %). n 
Interestingly enough, most of the results of this section are valid for linearly modelled 
algebraic G-actions on singular complex projective varieties M, provided that the singular 
set Z of M is separated from the strongest singularity of the action-the fixed point set MC. 
Indeed, by Hironaka’s Equivariant Resolution Theorem [7], there exists a smooth projec- 
tive G-variety 16 and a regular G-map f: ii? + M, so that f induces a G-isomorphism of the 
quasi-projective varieties 6 \ f - l (IX) and M \X. Therefore, Z n MC = 8 implies that the 
normal holomorphic G-bundle v(M’, M) = (tMly~)/zMG * IS not affected by the resolution. 
On the other hand, the size of the isotropy groups does not increase under equivariant 
re_solution. As a result, if the action on M is linearly modelled (cf. (1.7)), so is the action on 
M. The local nature of our computations in the equivariant K-theory implies the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let M be a complex projective G-variety of dimension n, smooth at the 
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points of M ‘, and such that the action on M is linearly modelled (cf (1.7)). Let h;i be its 
equivariant resolution. Then 
(i) The invariant O(G) introduced in (1.5) and (1.6) (with B = U(n), SO(2n)), as well as 
the invariants @(A?), t E Da, from Theorem 2.1, are independent on a specijc equivariant 
resolution f: M + M. In particular, the non-equivariant @- and @,-invariants, i.e., 
@(ii?)(l) E C[[t]], @(A?)(l) E C (1 standingfor the unit element of G) do not depend on the 
G-resolution. In other words, the indices of the twisted Signature and Euler-Todd operators on 
ii? depend only on M.t 
(ii) The local formulae (1.11) fr om Theorem 1.1 and (2.5) from Theorem 2.3, applied to 
v(M’, M), are valid for the computation of CD($), O,(G). 
(iii) The relations (2.17) between the tc,-invariants of the spherical fibrations 
Sv(M$, M) -+ M$ hold for singular varieties M as above. 
3. WIlTEN’S RIGIDITY 
We intend to show that, for any t E Dj, the invariant (X$(M) is a constant function on 
a connected G% (i.e., it is rigid), provided that the basic function H,(u) has special auto- 
morphic properties and a simple combinatorial condition of the normal G-representations 
{Y > is satisfied. 
Of course, it suffices to prove that (I+(M) is constant, being restricted to any cyclic 
subgroup of G. Therefore, this problem was always justly treated as a problem about 
S’-actions. As far as I know, any existing proof of the rigidity for indices of twisted 
Signature operators relies in a crucial way on the existence of an S’-equivariant Spin- 
structure on M (cf. the transfer arguments (7.5), (7.12), (8.13) and Lemma 7.2 in [S] and the 
intrinsic modular invariance argument in [14,15]). In particular (but not exclusively) the 
Spin-structure is used to insure the validity of certain parity conditions on the normal Y’s. 
In our view, the restricted combinatorics of the Y’s is the true reason for the rigidity. Under 
these circumstances, the existence of a Spin-structure (or the divisibility of the canonic line 
bundle in the almost complex case) is not a must. It turns out that one can benefit from 
studying the combinatorics of generic linearly modelled G-actions, rather than the combi- 
natorics of S’-actions. In fact, the larger the rank of G, the easier it is to achieve rigidity. 
Let a : Dd + @ be a holomorphic function on the open &disk with the only zero at the 
origin 0 E Dd and such that la(t)1 < 1. Also we shall denote a(t) by a,. Let Da” = Da\(O). 
For t E Da”, consider a free cyclic action on C-the multiplication by integral powers of 
a,. The quotients %$ = C’/(cr,}, t E Ddo, form an analytic family of complex torii. The ring 
Vi = {u E C”: 1 a,( < 1 u 1 < 1) represents the closure of a fundamental domain of the {a,}- 
action on C”. 
Let us fix a holomorphic function p : D,J --* C”. For most of the applications ,u* = p(t) will 
be a primitive m-th root of unity. The functions a, t.4 give rise to a family of holomorphic line 
bundles 5, : C xz @” + $, where the generator of the cyclic group Z acts on C as a multipli- 
cation by pt (or by p,? when 9 = Spin) and on C-as a multiplication by a,. 
Suppose that one has a t-family of (possibly bivalued) analytic functions H, : @” + C, 
t E Dd, so that: 
(i) HAa,. u) = p, * H,(u) for any t E D;, u E C”, 
(ii) H,(u) is meromorphic in Dd x Cc”. 
(iii) H,(u) is of the form (1.8) with q,(u) E C [u, u- ‘1 [[t]]. 
(3.1) 
*Without the G-symmetry hypotheses they typically depend on the resolution. 
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At least for put = - 1, it seems that (i) and (ii) imply (iii). Note that such a H,(u) defines 
a meromorphic section of 5,. 
We go back to the map Spec,: G” +> Vz c S”C” (cf. (2.6) and (2.7)) and consider the 
obvious projection 
p,:SV” := n LsP’CX +sw* := n s’p’w, (3.2) 
PE’R Peg 
(SV$ standing for the n-th symmetric power of the elliptic curve $$) with the goal of 
investigating the image 
W& := P,(V~) = pt(Spec~(Gc)). (3.3) 
As before, put Y% = GPE A p. Recall that Vg can be identified with the image of the 
complex abelian group T& = ?,(G”) n T”(IY’,I) under the finite projection pw : T”(IY’,I) 
-+ TC(JYsI)/flpEA SIP, := PC”. Thus, W& is the image of T& under the map 
n,,, (C”)‘“’ + S”C” 3 s%?,. 
Let dy’ x Z” denote the transformation group which acts on (Cx)n by the formula 
(a l,.**, 48) *(A ) . ..) A”) := (af’nl, . ..) CqA”) (3.4) 
where (a,, . . . . a,) E Z”, (A,, . . . , A,,) E (C”)“. Let a,(“’ be the transformation group of (C”)“, 
generated by J@) and the symmetry group S, (as an abstract group, B,‘“’ is an extension of 
S, by Z”). Evidently, (C”)“/&$“’ = S”‘&. Put _z&, = UPC% J@‘), &&, = npcs S$‘““. In the 
new notations, T&/L%~,, = SR’y. We also consider the abelian group 
rX, L = -@‘s, t n T& 
acting discontinuously on the abelian Lie group T&,. Since the imbedding T& c T”( 1 YB I) 
is a group homomorphism, the image of T& in &Es ($?t)‘pl is isomorphic to the quotient 
T&/T,,,. Therefore, W& is the image of T&/T,,, c T”(IY,I)/s&, = npsR (%Zt)IPI under 
the finite map 7~: T”(IY’,I)/J&, + T”(IY/,I)/3?s,f = S”%& One can check that (T&/T,,,) is 
a Zariski closed subset and, hence, a projective subvariety of S”%$ 
Now a key observation is that, by (2.9) and (2.10), the basic functions {Oj,f(U)}, 
0 < j < co, inherit the automorphic properties (3.1) of the original H,(u): 
Oj,t(a,.~) = ,$‘Oj,t(a), t E Da” (3.5) 
where E = 1 for Q = U, SO and E = 2 for 9 = Spin. 
As a result, each 0j.t gives rise to a meromorphic section @j,t of the holomorphic flat 
line bundle 5, over the elliptic curve V*. One can introduce a flat line bundle S”<, over S”$, 
defined by S”& := (&‘= 1 t,,i)/S, + %:/S,. Here & stands for the line bundle over %F, 
induced from g, under the projection V: -wz on “the i-th coordinate.” Similarly, given 
Y=@pEWnJ.p, one can form a flat line bundle Sy& := @,,w[(S’P’&)@“~] over S”Q$. Its 
total space can be described as 
[ 
@ XZR fl W”)‘” n s,,, . 
PPS I/ PPS 
Here an element a = {u~,~} of the abelian group 7% = n,,, Z’pl acts on 
k = V,,,> E n,, R (CVP’ according to (3.4), i.e., 1+ a * 1 = {up’. A,,t}, and on the factor 
C as the multiplication by pp’, where dB = E. 2 p~mn~(&u,,k)(s=lfor’?J=U,SOand 
E = 2 for Spin). The group npe ~ SIpI acts trivially on the @-factor of the balanced product 
above and in an obvious way on the second one-npss (C)‘Q’. 
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It follows from (2.12) that the universal meromorphic function +Oz,,: PC” + @ gives 
rise to a meromorphic section %z+, of the bundle Sy& + S%& Indeed, by (3.5) and (2.12), 
(3.6) 
where the exponential homomorphism &+H~4” takes (u~,~} to the 
cc.1 pp’R $‘(I, a,,,)]-th power of pL, (E = 1 for a complex v(MG, M) and E = 2 for a quater- 
nionic one), i.e., a@,‘, is automorphic (with the weight ~2) with respect o the &%,,-action 
on nps’R VP’. 
We restrict the bundle S* 5, and its section %z, t to the subvariety W& G S!‘%$ Denote 
these restrictions by “Sy{,, 06z,1. One would like to view {“6~,,}~,, as sections of the 
same line bundle to be able to “push down” formula (2.13) to the level of WG,,. Unfortu- 
nately, this is not always the case. Borrowing terminology from [8], we say that a G-action 
is balanced if the collection of normal G-representations Y is such that all the line bundles 
{“Sy&)y are holomorphically isomorphic. For a balanced action, we shall denote this 
isomorphism class by OS” &. 
Assume that Tys is connected. Let 5], . . . , z, E f& denote basic characters on Ty,. The 
imbedding A : T,, c T( 1 Ys I) is of the form 
where the integers 
Denote by Lw 
a monomorphism, 
hdd are the weights of the representation Y%(G) 4 GLc(IY’,I). 
the lattice & n Span, {aj}, <, -< s, where aj = (ac,,k),j}(p,k). Since ,l is 
J&= Span,{aj}lsjGs. Its isomorphic image is the group r,,,. 
The property of an action to be balanced depends solely on the restriction of the 
functions {pe: Z,,, + @“}V to the sublattice L%: in fact, being balanced means that 
{& : Ls + @” > are Y-independent. We shall give a few versions of this definition. Let 
‘$I, c T,& be a discrete abelian group generated by {e,,j = (1, . . . , 1, pl, 1, . . . , l), pt occupying 
thej-th position}. By (3.7), Det Y(e,,j)” = @(‘J’, E = 1,2. Therefore, the action is balanced if 
and only if the functions 
j=l 
{ (Det Y)& : m( -+ Cx }, are Y-independent. 
Here E = 1 when v(M’,M) admits an equivariant complex structure and E = 2 when 
v(M’,M) is quaternionic. Note that if all the normal Y’s are actually SU-represenrutions, 
the action is balanced. 
For pt E C” of period m, the action is balanced if and only if (dVIILImodm), are 
Y-independent. In other words, if for any a E La, the residues 
{c.J% nT( z, utP,k,J modm}V are Y-independent. (3.8) 
In particular, this is the case if for each p E 3, {E .n,’ mod m}v do not depend on Y. 
For a non-periodic p, E C”, the action is balanced when, for any a E Ls, all the integers 
I;3 n,’ ( ,rl uCP,ki)x are Y-independent. (3.9) 
Evidently, if MC is connected, then for any pt the action is balanced. 
It follows from (2.13) and the construction above that, for a balanced action, the 
meromorphic function @F(M): V$ + @ (note that by (3.1), Zf,: @” + C is meromorphic 
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everywhere in the punctured line C”) is a pull-back image of a meromorphic section 
WW = c %%t(vyr)* “%J 
@,u 
of the bundle OS” 5, + W& under the holomorphic projection pt : V,$ --, W&. Combining 
this conclusion with Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, we obtain the following statement. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a t-family of meromorphic functions N,(u) be as in (3.1). Assume that an 
‘%-linearly modelled G-action on M is as in Theorem 1.1 and, in addition, is balanced (cf (3.8) 
and (3.9)). Then, for a connected Lie group G and any t E Da”, the invariant O,(M) : GC -+ @ is 
a pull-back, under the holomorphic surjection 
of the meromorphic section 
@(M) = c @.,(vP). *G:r (3.10) 
cp.0 
ofthe bundle OS”& + W&. Theflat line bundle OS’& over the projective variety W&, as well 
as its sections { 06z,,l}, are M-universal, provided that the list {‘I‘} and dim M arefixed. The 
variety W& is a base of an orbifold it: TG,/Tns, + Wz,,, where T&/I’,,, is a compact 
2 Rank Y’,(G)-dimensional torus. 
If (u - l)H,(u) is holomorphic at the points of the unit circle in the u-plane, the section 
6: (M) is holomorphic at the points of the totally real subvariety p,(Specn(G)) c W&. 
This section &O(M) is an invariant of the bordism class [M] E f2*G,Y(pt;5r,,). 
Now we shall present a few families of the functions H,(u), satisfying properties (i)-(ii) in 
(3.1). They depend on a number of choices including a choice of a natural k (k = 1,2 are the 
most interesting case& two integers p, q E [O, k) and a pair of invertible holomorphic 
t-functions (occasionally constants) u(t), b(t) subject to constraints to be specified later. Put 
Note that, for q > 0, as a formal expression, 
;;,“6,l&(u)E @[U”k,U-l’k][[t]] 
and when q = 0 it belongs to the ring @[u’~~,u-“~ ,(u - b(O))-‘] [[t]]. Moreover, if q = 0 
and b(t) = 1, then 
(u - l)~[~~,~‘,H&4)] E c[u”k,u-l’k][[t]]. 
It is easy to check that (3.11) satisfies the functional identity 
dt) (o,b) l;“d,wk * 4 = b(t) * c(,,,)w41 (3.12) 
(thus, cc, = tk and ,ut = a(t)/b(t) for i”,:$&(u)). 
Assume u(t) *‘, b(t) *‘tobeboundedinDl={ *( ( t. t < l}. Then (3.11) defines a generi- 
cally k-valued meromorphic function in C”, holomorphic in the compliment to the set 
(u = b(t)tdk+q}CEZ.Ifltlq< lb(t)1 < lt(q-k,tED1,thenfortED 1, g,tiH,(u) is holomorphic 
at the points of the unit circle in the u-plane. The poles of ~,~~H~(u) arecontained in the set 
{u = b(t)tCk+q}Coz while its zeros- in the set {u = a(t)tck+P)lez. 
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The functions 
H,(u) = ‘(o’;;‘H,(u) = (grl(; ‘:::::)(s) (k= 1) 
and 
suggested by Witten [19], are of a particular importance. They provide devices for 
deforming the Signature and Dirac operators. The functions \t,:: H,(u), where p E @” is 
a k-th root of unity, represent a device for deforming the Euler-Todd operator on almost 
complex manifolds with the canonical bundle admitting an equivariant k-th root. This case 
also leads to rigidity and has been studied by Hirzebruch [S]. Unfortunately, the local 
formula in the borism of G-bundles in [9], as well as the local formula for formal 
deformations cb,(M) in [lo], are not aminable to the case k > 2 due to the fact that their 
ingredients (complex or quaternionic projective spaces and Hopf bundles over them) do not 
possess the desired “divisibility”. (Still, we believe that there are “k-divisible” analogs of the 
local formulae under discussion.) Therefore, we shall avoid using k-valued H,(u), k > 2. 
With k being fixed, one can consider finite lists {ai, biy pi, qi), 0 < i < S, SO that 40 = 0, qi > 0 
for i > 0, and b,(t) = 1, It143 < (b,(t)1 < 1 tlqs k for i > 0. Employing (3.1 l), form the product 
:“,::b,:jH,(u) = ifio C~;:b,jjK(u)l. (3.14) 
Note that if xi pi c xi qimod k, (3.14) is a single-ualued function. Let ai(t)ttk + pi # 1 for any 
e E Z, t E D1 and i > 1. Then ii1’:; H,(u) has a simple pole at u = 1 and the t-expansion of 
C&(U) = (u - 1) [ iF,$l H,(u)] belongs to the ring C [u, u- ‘1 [[t]]. Moreover, for t E D1, t&(u) 
is holomorphic at points of the .unit circle in the u-plane. The function in (3.14) is an 
eigenfunction with respect o the shift u + tk. u with the eigenvalue pLt = ny=, [ai(t)/bi(t)]. 
In particular, one can choose {ai( b,(t)} m such a way that pt will be an m-th root of unity. 
With these choices being made, (3.14) provides us with a device C&(U) for generating an 
exponential operation 4 : K,( -) + X,( -) [ [t]] and, hence, an analytic deformation of the 
Euler-Todd operator (the $-structure being the unitary one). Therefore, we have the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Theorem 3.1 is valid with M admitting an equivariant almost complex 
structure and H,(u) = jT$iH,(u) from (3.14) ( see also (3.11)), where the “parameters” 
{ai,bi,pi,qi} h ave b een chosen as above. It also holdsfor H,(u) = ((o$t’H,(u) (9 = SO) andfor 
H,(u) = H;(u), H;(u) (9 = Spin)fiom (3.13). 
Our next goal is to insure the holomorphicity of the section &F(M). Moving towards 
this target, we shall assume that H,(u) as in (3.1) has an additional property: let all the poles 
of H,(u) be the {a,}-translates of the t-independent simple pole at u = 1. The picture of the 
polar divisors of H,(u) in the (t, u)-plane is sketched in Fig. 3. An important feature of this 
picture is the uniform escape of all poles, but the t-independent one, towards 0 or co as 
t +o. 
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Polar divisor 
t* 
Fig. 3. 
For t E Da”, let 127 c C” be the polar set u,, H a,4 of H, : @” --) C. It follows from (2.9) and 
(2.10) that, for each t E D 6, Oj,t(U) is a polynomial in {Uk[(dk)/(duk)]H,(u)}o<k<j (the 
coefficients of the polynomial can be expressed in terms of the Taylor coefficients of 
H; ‘(l/x) or of H; ‘( *i/u), u = A). Therefore, the polar set of Oj,r(U) coincides with A?. 
As a result, the universal function *Oz,,: l&Es (Cx)lPl -+ @ in (2.12) (we abuse a bit our 
earlier notations, where a@:,, was regarded as a function on n,, E ,,r SJP’Cx) might have poles 
along the hyperplanes $$),t = {&,k I &,k = a!}, p c 93, 1 < k < IpI, q E Z, in npE~ Clp’. 
Hence, the poles of Q?(M) are restricted to the same set of hyperplanes and the poles of 
@F(M) = @?(M)lr;, are located along the simple divisors .&z$, I := n$),r 4 T&. SinCe, 
for a balanced action and any a E L%, 3L. E T&, 
@p (M) (a * 1) = p$(‘). @F (M) (1) 
(d,(a) = E’&s% ‘,“(I, P.k a ) for any Y from the balanced list), the holomorphicity of 
@p(M) at 1 implies its holomorphicity at the points of the set Lw * h = (5’ 15’ = a * 3, for 
some a E L,}-the r,,,-trajectory through a. Since cpt: C” + @ is holomorphic in 
(C” \A?) u (1) 3 S’, by Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, @P(M) is holomorphic in a neighborhood 
of T,, c T&. By the argument above, it is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the subgroup 
Ls* &,(=%t*TJ,) of &,. 
Note that any component of the r-independent hypersurface &z:k, := g&,0 hits the 
real torus TV%. Indeed, any solution (rl, . . . , T,) of the equation n;= 1 T;~.“.’ = 1 can be 
homotoped to a solution (r;, . .., r;) so that, for each j, lr;l = 1 (the semi-algebraic set 
{(r l,...,r,)I,rj>OandIT~=l , rfl’p+J.i = l} contracts to the point (1, . . . , 1)). Therefore, oO,(M) 
must be holomorphic at the generic point of each hypersurface a * &p”!& a E LR. Unfortu- 
nately, not any 9:;: k),r can be obtained from @z!k) by the L g z r,,,-shifts. See Fig. 4, where 
the remaining potentially “dangerous” divisors are shown as the bold-faced lines and the 
lattice r,,, = Ls * 1 is represented by the bold-faced dots. 
We shall say that a list % = {p} is tempered if, for any (p, k), there exists a vector a E LR 
so that its (p, k)-th coordinate is 1. If Rank Y’,(G) = 1, being tempered means that for each 
p E %, up = f 1. In particular, for a cyclic action, tempered %‘s correspond to semifree 
actions, provided that Y% is faithful. If RankY,(G) > 1, one has better luck with the 
tempered %‘s. For example, if Lw c Zs w Z3 is generated by a1 = (i,l, -1) and 
a2 = (0, 1,2), % is tempered. 
Also, if Rank LIR = Rank &, the set ‘8 is tempered. 
For a tempered % and a balanced list (Y}, the invariant @P(M) is holomorphic 
everywhere in Vg. Indeed, pick a special vector a(P*k) = {t$:,T’)}(p’,k?) E Ls whose (p, k)-th 
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coordinate is 1. Note that {~$.%}~,~~~~, E T&. Consider the shift a(p*k)* :3, + atpTk)* 1 of 
T”(lY’ml). Since a(P’k)E Lg, T& is invariant under a(pTk) *. This shift takes the divisor 
9 :;)kj to the divisor @;;k) and, for a balanced action, transforms @F(M) into the function 
dVcB’P’k’) . Q:(M) which by the argument above is known to be holomorphic along g&. i-4 
Hence 0: (M) ib holomorphic along g{i!k). The holomorphicity along g$,, q = 2,3, . . . . 
similarly follows. Therefore, Q:(M) is holomorphic in I$ and Q,,(M)-in G”. 
Note that 0: (M) : T& + @ is holomorphic if and only if the section 6: (M) of the flat 
line bundle OS”& over the projective variety W& is also. 
According to the definition of the bundle oSY<t, its pull-back e, under the surjection 
71: T&/r,,t + W& is given by the mapping @ Q,,, T$, + T&,/T,,,, where a E LR acts on 
@ as the multiplication by ,@” and on T& via the representation qt: Ls 3 r,,,. 
Holomorphic sections of /, are in one-to-one correspondence with the holomorphic 
functions Ft : T& + C, subject to the functional equation 
F,(a * k) = p:“(“. F,(1) (3.15) 
1~ TG@, aE LR. As before, let al, . . ..a. denote a Z-basis of Lg. Note that 
b,,j=(l,...,l,a,,l,..., l), a, occupying the j-th position, is the preimage of aj* 1 under the 
imbedding T&,, c T”(lYwl). Taking the Laurent expansion of F, in T$% with respect to 
r1, ...? rs and rewriting (3.15) in its terms, for any 1 <i < s and any non-trivial monomial 
nT= 1 t: (ni E Z), from the expansion, we get {cQ = p ‘I} 1 d j 4 s. Since c(, is an element of an 
infinite order in C”, it follows that the Laurent expansion of Ft contains a single monomial, 
at most. Therefore, if F, is not identically zero, it has no zeros at all. Thus, with at, pt and 
d, : ,& + h being given, L, has a non-trivial holomorphic section, say 1”,, if and only if there 
exist {nj E Z}, SO that 
@> = ,&“,‘, 1 <j<S (3.16) 
with d,(a) = &.CpoR n,‘(C$ 1 acp&)). In this case kZ = [n;= 1 r?]” has no zeros at all and 
the line bundle 8, has to be holomorphically trivial. By the Liouville Theorem, this implies 
that any section of e, is proportional to Ft. As a result, under these circumstances, any 
section of “S’c, is proportional to the section f* whose pull-back is nf=, r/!. On the other 
hand, if (3.16) is false, the only holomorphic section of OS”& is the zero section and the line 
bundle oSY& is holomorphically non-trivial. Note that if (3.16) is satisfied for some pLt = p, 
1~1 = 1, then (since ) a,1 < 1) {aj = 0}, implying that F, is a constant. In particular, if P is an 
m-th root of unity, (3.16) holds if and only if the functional d,: Ls + Z/mZ is triuial. Another 
special case of some interest is when pL, = c(, yielding {nj = d,(aj)}. In this case, any 
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holomorphic section of c?, is proportional to nf=, ri d~c’t) Therefore, when (3.16) fails, we . 
obtain a vanishing theorem for 0: (M) and, consequently, for m,(M). On the other hand, if 
(3.16) is valid, (P:(M) is @-proportional to the section ft and (D,(M): G” --* C to the 
character of the representation Y G, whose restriction on the maximal torus T” c G’ is the 
composition of YR : T” -+> T& with the character (rl, . . . , TJ + fli= 1 z/’ on T&,. In fact, if 
pu, = ,U is an m-th root of unity in (3.16), then O,,(M): G” -+ @ is a constant map. Since the 
considerations above are valid for any t E Di, taking the Taylor t-expansion Cj, o Xit’ of 
O,(M) at t = 0, we obtain similar statements for the individual 
{xj = ind(D,O QZn,j(~e:M))}. 
This completes the proof of rigidity. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H,(u) be a t-family of meromorphic functions as in (3.1) with all their 
u-poles being the (a!,}-translates of a simple pole at u = 1. Let 9I be a tempered list of 
irreducible representations. Assume that an ‘S-linearly modelled action of a connected Lie 
group G on M2” is as in Theorem 1.1 and, in addition, is balanced (cf: (3.8) and (3.9)), i.e., 
{(Det Y l&‘}, are Y-independent. Then, for any t E Da”, the invariant O,(M): G” --f @ is 
C-proportional to the character of the representation Y$ above. If a,, p, and d, : LB + Z fail to 
satisfy (3.16), a,(M) is a zero function on G e. In particular, with ,u, = mfi, if the functional 
d, : LB 4 Z/mZ is trivial, then (X$(M) is a constant function; if d, is non-trivial on Ln, (D,(M) 
vanishes. 
As a result, the same conclusions are valid for the corresponding twisted G-indices 
ind(l),8Q~“,j(zcM)):G”~a=, j=O,1,2 ,... 
(see (1.3) and (1.6) for the definition of the polynomials {Q%,j}). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 9I be tempered. 
(i) Assume that a connected Lie group G acts on a closed man&old M “‘, admitting an 
equivariant almost complex structure, and the action is ‘S-linearly modelled. Let p, be 
afunction, holomorphic at t = 0, so that p(O) # 0. Then, with D being the Euler-Todd operator 
and with 
CPA4 = (1 - /J(t)u - l) n ( 1 - tep(t)U-’ )( 1 - t(p(t)-lU /,I 1 - t”u-’ 1 - t”u ) 
the G-indices ind(D @ Q;P,,JzM)) are constant functions on G, provided that the action on 
M is balanced. 
If pL, is not a constant t-function and, for some j, d,(aj) # 0, or ifp, = m& and, for some j, 
d,(aj) f 0 mod m, then the indices above vanish. 
(ii) If G acts on an oriented M’“, and the action is %-linearly modelled, then with 
D = Signature operator and with 
the G-indexes ind(D 81 Q&j(rc M)) are constant functions, provided that dv(aj) = 1, n: - 
CC!& atP,kj,j), 1 < j < s, modulo 2 are Y-independent. 
CONJECTURE 3.5. One can drop the requirement on 9Z being tempered in Theorem 3.3. 
To prove the conjecture requires more effort. We believe that one can do it using some 
techniques developed in [3], but such a proof would require a considerable digression and, 
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probably, belongs to a different paper. Nevertheless, for special “classical” H,(U), H;(U), 
H/(u) as in (3.13), assuming that M carries an equiuariant Spin-structure, we shall give 
a “short” proof of the conjecture. The argument o follow is a replica of a similar argument 
in [14,15]. 
So far we used only the automorphic properties of the family H,(u), avoiding explicitly to 
take advantage of its modular properties (with respect o the parameter t). 
Recall that the remaining difficulty is to demonstrate the holomorphicity of @P(M) 
along the divisors 9& which miss the points of the lattice I,,, = Lsl * 1 (they are shown as 
the bold-faced lines on Fig. 4). To overcome the difficulty we shall perform an “illegal” 
transformation of the basic family {H,(u)} which d priori destroys the nature of the 
corresponding invariant Qp (M). 
Let the variables t,r and u,z be related as follows: 
t = exp(2xiz), u = exp(z). 
Also, for t # 0, let LX, = exp(2nia,), a, E C. 
For H,(u) as in (1.Q put: 
h(z):= h,(z):= H,(e”) and F,(u):= H,(u). 
Consider the substitution: 
z--+z’=c~.z, z-+r’= b, (3.17) 
with analytic r-functions c : z + c,, b : z -+ b, to be specified later, and a new z-function 
L(z) = c, *L(c,. 4 
as well as a new (multivalued) u-function 
FJU) = c, . Fr@). 
Since the original function f*(z) satisfies the functional identities” 
L(z + 2ni) = &f,(z) 
.L(z + 2x&) = ~.f,(z), (P* := Pi) 
the new function x(z) satisfies 
L(z + 2+,) = U(z) 
_Qz + 2rcia,/c,) = p;S,(z). 
While the z-poles of f*(z) are located at {z = 2xi(qa, + e)}, q, 4’ E Z, the ones of x(z) are 
located at (z = 2rci(qa,, + e)/c,},(. In particular, for specific q, t, picking c, = q. a,, -I- t one 
constructsi with the corresponding pole at z = 27ci and with the z-“periods” w = 2rci/c,, 
27ci ’ uzt/cz. 
Now let us imagine that actually, with this particular choice of cr, x(z) = fi,(e”) for E?,(u) 
as in (1.8). For 9 = U, and G(U), C(u) as in (l.l), this wishful thinking means that 
a(ecr’) C(e’) 
cql _ e’z’)(l _ e-“,‘jcpr4ec”) = (1 _ ez)(l _ ,-zj@@)- 
When 9 = SO, Spin, one replaces q,(u) by cpt(u). cp,(u- ‘) in the formula above. 
OThe minus sign occurs when o*(u) = uml’* - ul/*. 
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Thus, one can use E?,(U) and the corresponding C&(U) to manufacture the new invariants 
G,,(M), 6.P (M), provided (3.19) holds. 
By the very nature of g,(M) (cf. Lemma 2.2), it has no r-independent poles. On the other 
hand, under the substitution (3.17) with c, = qa,, + / the polar divisor glz$) transforms into 
t-independent polar divisor &Cp,k, of 5: (M). Thus, the original Q,,(M) has to be holomorphic 
everywhere and rigidity follows. 
To satisfy (3.19) is highly non-trivial. In his recent papers [14,15], Liu had discovered 
such a remarkable modular SL2(Z)-representation i the vector space spanned by the three 
t-families H,(u),Hl(u),H;‘(u), t E DT, from (3.13). Put a, = 7 for H,(u) and a, = 27 for 
H;(u), H;‘(u). Wonderfully, one can take 7’ = - l/7 to get the following identities: 
.E&) =frl(z), L+1(4 =_m 
P(z) =fr”(z), fr;l(Z) =fr”(Z) 
(3.20) 
(these are valid up to a factor depending solely on 7). Since (z, 7) --, (z/7, -l/7) and 
(z, 7) -+ (z + 7,7) generate SL,(Z), one gets a representation of 
in the space span(f,(z),f,‘(z),f,“(z)},, induced by (z, 7) -+ (z/(c7 + d), (a7 + b)/(cr + d)). 
Therefore, since (3.20) implies (3.19) with c, = c7 + d, b, = (a7 + b)/(cT + d), for the 
balanced actions and the @-invariants based on (3.13), Witten’s rigidity follows. 
Since H;(u), H:(u) are closely related to the Dirac operator, this reasoning is valid when 
M admits an equivariant Spin-structure. We believe that, using [3], it is possible to enhance 
Liu’s argument in such a way that it will be valid for any balanced action. 
Now let us return to the rc,-invariants (cf. (2.16)). We shall pick a meromorphic 
H,: @” --) C so that, for balanced ‘%-linearly modelled actions, Witten’s rigidity follows. 
Then it is possible to define a refinement of the K,-invariants. As before, one assumes that 
k-copies of a closed (2n - 1)-dimensional G-manifold L form the boundary of a compact 
G-manifold M, admitting an equivariant g(n)-structure (which extends the given stable 
g(n)-structure on kL). Also the G-action on M is assumed to be %-linearly modelled and 
(aM)’ = 8. In addition, we shall require that the action on M will be balanced (and 
tempered if needed). With these hypotheses in mind, invoking the Lefschetz-type formulae 
J$(M) in (2.5) and (2.13), define 
viewed as an element of the algebra AC(GC) of central meromorphic functions on G”, 
modulo functions proportional to the character of ‘Pk. Also put 
viewed as an element of the algebra &( Vz) of meromorphic functions on the affine variety 
Vz, modulo functions proportional to nr= 1 r?. Note that, if a,, pr, d, fail to satisfy (3.16), 
there is no need to truncate _Y$ modulo the appropriate l-dimensional functional subspaces 
in the definitions above. 
Exactly as before, by the automorphicity of H,(u), the meromorphic function K:(L) 
descends to a section 12:(L) of the flat bundle “S’& over the projective variety W&. The 
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“Novikov additivity” of _%@4), Y,O (M) and their rigidity for closed M’s imply 
theorem. 
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the next 
THEOREM 3.6. Let H,(u), L, M be as above and let v p = v(M$, M). Then, for t E Da, the 
meromorphic functions 
1 
@w,r(v~): G -, Q= 
k:(L) =; c OO:,r(+@O,t(Vly): v; +@ 
Y’,o 
as well as the meromorphic section 
of theflat line bundle ‘S”<, + WC ,nr, modulo, correspondingly, the subspaces Span,(trace ‘I’;), 
Spanc (nT= I T?), Span, (l-I;= I z?)^ of dimensions ~1, are invariants of the equivariant 
isomorphism type of L with a choice of a 9(n)-structure in zL @ 1, (when 9 = SO, they are 
invariants of the oriented diffeomorphism G-type of L alone). 
Zf (3.16) fails, there is no need to truncate the tc,‘s modulo the subspaces above. In this case, 
with Y = SO, and H,(u) as in (3.13), the O-term k,(L) of k,(L) coincide with the a-invariant of 
Atiyah-Singer [2]. Zf(3.16) is satis$ed, they agree up to a constant. 
We are going to illustrate the notations and the results of this section in the following 
example. 
Example 3.7. The setting of this example is identical to the one of Example 2.6. In 
particular, the single normal SU(3)-representation Y x p 0 p, where p : SU(3) + GLc(3) 
being the standard irreducible representation, and ‘9I = (p}. Recall that 
Vi = Spec,(SL,(3)) has been identified with the affine 2-plane II2 x T”/S3, T” c (Cx)3 
denoting a complex 2-torus, given by the equation Ali2L3 = 1, & E C”, 1 < k < 3. The 
projective variety W& is a hypersurface in the third symmetric power of the elliptic curve 
%‘r = a=‘/{~(,}. The group J&~,, is isomorphic to A?: (zZ3), where & = {at}, while 9&,, 
generated by &%,, and S3, is isomorphic to a semidirect product of Z3 and S3. Thus, 
S3wt = (Cx)3/&,. The group I,,, = d: n T” z zr’:. Therefore, W$, x T”JB& z 
(%$ x $$)/S,, where 93& = $J,,it n TC is generated by I,,, and S3. In short, W&is the base of 
an orbifold %?, x %?c + W& with the generic fiber S3. 
The flat line bundle Sy& over S3$ is given by the map [C xz3 (@“)3]/S3 + S3%!$,, where 
Z3 acts on (@“)3 via ~401: and on @ as the multiplication by @“), a E Z3, d,(a) = 2.x,3= 1 ak, 
while S3 acts on (Cx)3 in an obvious way. The restriction OS’& of Sy& on W,& can be 
described as 
where Z2 c H3 is a subgroup given by I,“=, ak = 0. Since, for a E Z2, d,(a) = 0, iZ2 acts 
trivially on the factor @. So does S,. Hence, ‘Sy& is a holomorphicaly trivial bundle over 
W” I,r. 
Note that, since the SU(3)-action on M I6 (modelled after the SU(3)-action on the Caley 
projective 2-plane) has a single normal slice-type Y, it is balanced. The list % = {p} is 
evidently tempered. 
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Let H,(u) be of the form [(u + l)/(u - I)] cp,(u). cp,(u-‘), satisfying (i)-(iii) from (3.1). For 
example, one can take ‘cotbi’ H,(u) from (3.13) for the role of H,(u). According to Theorem 
3.1, the invariant m,,(M) in (2.14) is a pull-back, under the holomorphic surjection 
of the meromorphic function 6:(M): W& + @, given by the formula: 
[(o;pj)2]” X$(MSU’3)) + [(o:y;)’ - o:;:.o;“,‘]^ .x(52) (3.21) 
(cf. (2.!4) and (2.15)). If, in addition, the polar set of H, is located at {a:}, k = 0, + 1, f 2,. . . , 
by Theorem 3.2, the function &F(M) above is constant. Equivalently, the function 
m?(M): (Cx)3 -+ C from (2.15), being restricted to T” is constant. 
Since the functions in the square brackets in (3.21) are M-universal and, for the model 
example of the Caley projective plane WP2, x(C;~) # 0 and (WP2)s”(3) = CP,, it follows that: 
(1) the sections @:, @if:, 6>:$) satisfy a quadratic relation; and (2) the invariants 
@‘t(MS”‘3)), I({~) are proportional to the similar invariants of WP2. 
Now, if L is the 15-dimensional space of a spherical SU(3)-fibration over a 4-dimen- 
sional manifold Q, associated to a vector SU(3)-vector bundle vy = (p 0 p) ($9 r2 --) Q, the 
Icp-invariant of L, up to a constant, is given by (3.21) (with Msug) replaced by Q). Therefore, 
given two spherical SU(3)-fibrations L and L’ of this sort, if K:(L) - xp(L’): W& + @ is 
not proportional to @ (UP2) : W& -+ C, then L and L’ are not equivariantly diffeomorphic. 
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